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1. Alignments and Programs

The Multiz 15-way insect sequence alignments were downloaded from http://hgdownload.

cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/dm3/multiz15way/. The latest version of RNAz 2.0 and

RNAcode was downloaded from https://github.com/wash/rnaz and

http://wash.github.com/rnacode/, respectively. We retrieved the RNAdecoder program

directly from the author of the respective publications (1, 2), Irmtraud Meyer.

2. Annotation tracks

Table 1 lists all annotations used throughout the analysis. We retrieved the ”general annota-

tion”, e.g. for introns and CDS, from the FlyBase web page. Unfortunately, the gff formated

CDS annotation of FlyBase release 5.34 was incomplete. The eighth column, which indicates the

frame/phase of the CDS, was either 0 or 2 and never 1. We reported this bug to FlyBase and

it has been fixed in release 5.38. We had to process the available fasta files to get the correct

frame/phase for the annotated CDS.

Table 1: Annotation tracks used in this study: Sequence files were downloaded for the ncRNA databases Rfam, Noncode
and mirBase. FlyBase annotation was used to retrieve genomic coordinates of ncRNA transcripts, CDS, intron, exon,
pseudogenes, 5’ and 3’ UTR.

annotation data source format

ncRNAs Rfam version 10.0 fasta
ncRNAs Noncode version 2.0 fasta
miRNAs mirBase version 16 fasta
general annotation FlyBase release 5.341 gff, fasta
repeat and EST annotation UCSC gtf

3. RNAz Screen

Multiple sequence alignments were screened for structural conserved non-coding RNA elements

with RNAz 2.0. The rnazWindow.pl script was used to pre-process the downloaded sequence
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alignments. All alignment blocks longer than 200 nt were sliced into overlapping windows of

size 120 and step size 40. Sequences with more than 25% gaps or a base composition out of the

trainings range of RNAz were removed from the input alignments. All alignments with a mean

pairwise identity below 50%, containing less than three sequences or shorter than 50 alignment

columns were rejected.

In total 55.5% of the aligned DNA sequences passed this filtering step (Table 2) andwere screened

with RNAz. Using rnazCluster.pl all positively classified overlapping or adjacent windows

were joined to continuous RNAz hits. In total 15912 RNAz hits which cover approximately 1.3 Mb

of the genomic DNA were predicted in D. melanogaster (Tab. 2).

We found 394 RNAz loci which showed similarity to sequences listed in ncRNA-databases (search

against Rfam [273 loci], Noncode [111 loci] and mirBase [101 loci] using rnazBlast.pl) or

overlapped with FlyBase annotated ncRNA genes (70% overlap of the genomic coordinates [359

loci] using rnazAnnotate.pl), see Table 3. For a selected set of FlyBase annotated ncRNA

families the recall rate is listed in Table 3. For each family we listed the number of annotated

ncRNA genes, how many of these genes are covered by at least 70% in RNAz screened sequence

alignments and the amount of recovered ncRNA genes. In case of tRNAs for example 341 genes

are annotated but only 179 were covered by the input alignments. We recovered 148 of these

tRNA genes which corresponds to a recall rate of 83%.
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Table 2: Aligned DNA sequence: Aligned DNA corresponds to the number of nucleotides (nt) covered by the initial Multiz alignments. The program rnazWindow.pl was used to
pre-process and filter the input alignments. The number of nucleotides covered by the filtered alignments is indicated in the row “RNAz screened DNA”. Note that nucleotide counts
for chromosomes with eu-chromatic and hetero-chromatic sequences (e.g. chr2L and chr2LHet) are listed together.

total 2L/2LHet 2R/2RHet 3L/3LHet 3R/3RHet 4 X/XHet YHet M

genomic DNA [nt] 129682844 23380416 24435469 27099048 30422560 1351857 22626939 347038 19517

aligned DNA [nt] 129302568 23379868 24126607 27099038 30421376 1301930 22607202 347038 19509
RNAz screened DNA [nt] 71777669 13410987 13418404 13967319 18158000 500908 12252815 62211 7025

55.5 % 57.4 % 55.6 % 51.5 % 59.7 % 38.5 % 54.2 % 17.9 % 36.0 %
RNAz positively classified [nt] 1601991 283755 267690 301323 388639 5184 354711 597 92
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Table 3: RNAz statistics: The number of RNAz hits is listed for two significance levels (p ≥ 0.5 and p ≥ 0.9). Sequences of RNAz hits and known ncRNAs listed in the Rfam, miRBase
and Noncode databases were compared with rnazBlast.pl. The number of RNAz hits that show sequence similarities to known ncRNAs are listed. To measure the sensitivity of the
screen the number of recovered ncRNAs annotated in the FlyBase are summarized. Note that more than one RNAz hit could overlap with an annotated ncRNA gene which is especially
the case for long ncRNA genes. Three numbers for each ncRNA (class) are listed 1/2/3: 1 number of recovered ncRNAs; 2 number of ncRNAs covered by input alignments; 3 total
number of annotated ncRNAs. The sensitivity (fraction of 1 and 2) for each ncRNA (class) is indicated in brackets.

total 2L/2LHet 2R/2RHet 3L/3LHet 3R/3RHet 4 X/XHet YHet M

Total number of RNAz hits
RNAz hits (p ≥ 0.5) 15912 2823 2695 3012 3849 48 3478 6 1
RNAz hits (p ≥ 0.9) 6121 1081 1051 1175 1471 17 1322 4 0

RNAz hits located in CDS and introns
CDS (p ≥ 0.5) 1500 280 270 288 378 10 273 1 0
CDS (p ≥ 0.9) 449 86 79 77 126 3 78 0 0
intron (p ≥ 0.5) 6154 944 1049 1160 1551 19 1429 2 0
intron (p ≥ 0.9) 2343 360 389 444 604 6 539 1 0

RNAz hits annotated with BLAST
Rfam 273 44 94 45 64 0 25 0 1
Noncode 111 34 27 10 32 0 8 0 0
mirBase 101 20 29 15 22 0 15 0 0

Recovered FlyBase ncRNA annotation
tRNA 148/179/314 (83 %) 19/25/41 53/64/99 26/29/49 39/45/79 - 11/12/24 - 0/4/22
rRNA 5S 18/28/96 (64 %) - 18/26/96 - - - - - -
RNase P RNA 1/1/1 (100 %) - - - 1/1/1 - - - -
7SL/SRP RNA 1/1/1 (100 %) - - - 1/1/1 - - - -
U1 snRNA 2/5/5 (40 %) 0/1/1 - - 2/4/4 - - - -
U2 snRNA 6/6/6 (100 %) 5/5/5 - - - - 1/1/1 - -
U4 snRNA 3/3/3 (100 %) 3/3/3 - - - - - - -
U5 snRNA 4/5/7 (80 %) 4/4/5 - 0/1/1 - - 0/0/1 - -
U6 snRNA 0/3/3 (0 %) - - - 0/3/3 - - - -
snoRNA 52/130/249 (40 %) 7/24/39 11/38/84 11/26/47 16/25/44 - 7/17/35 - -
miRNA 85/104/171 (82%) 19/25/41 19/22/37 14/15/23 18/23/38 0/0/1 15/19/31 - -
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4. RNAcode Screen

Protein-coding potential of multiple sequence alignments have been analyzed by RNAcode. Stan-

dard parameters with a 0.05 p-value cutoff were used. Subsequently, for each alignment block all

non-overlapping high scoring segment (HSS) were determined. In total 253327 HSSs have been

predicted in the D. melanogaster genome. Gaps between HSSs were typically observed in coding

sequences (CDSs) and are caused by weakly or extremely conserved aligned genomic regions in

which no evolutionary signal can be detected due to the RNAcode design. The median distance

betweenHSS corresponding to the same CDS is 19 nt. Themedian intron length inD. melanogaster

is 87 nt which can be regarded as upper bound of adjacent HSS that should be combined. Only

1% (783/59103) of all annotatedD. melanogaster introns is shorter than 51 nt which seems to be an

appropriate value to combine HSS. All adjacent HSS which were not further than 51 nucleotides

apart and in the same reading frame were combined into one continuous HSS (cHSS). The result-

ing p-values of cHSS were estimated as product of the constituent HSS. This resulted in 131197

cHSS within the D. melanogaster genome (Table 4).

RNAcode makes no use of the information of softly repeat masked regions which are given as

lowercase nucleotides in Multiz alignments. Thus repeat regions are analyzed and cHSS are

predicted within. These repeat regions typically correspond to transposable elements such as

long terminal repeats (LTR) and long interspersed nuclear elements (LINE) which encode various

protein-coding genes (3). Unfortunately, these protein-coding genes are not included in standard

annotation tracks. This makes a classification of repeat associated cHSSs into known and novel

protein-coding regions difficult. We used the UCSC RepeatMasker track and removed all cHSS

which overlapped (ignoring strand information and by at least on nucleotide) with repeats. This

filtering step reduced the number of cHSS to 95355, Table 4.

In order to estimate the predictive power of RNAcode the remaining cHSSs were overlapped

with CDS annotation. 69% (65788/95355) of the cHSSs overlapped on the same strand with CDSs

which corresponds to 95% (18530745/19569132) of the genomic DNAwhich is covered by cHSSs,

Tab. 4. The majority of the remaining 26702 cHSS without a CDS overlap are short and maybe

false predictions. This effect is mainly caused by the usage of the relaxed 0.05 p-value cutoff

of the initial RNAcode screen. With a more stringent 0.001 cutoff still 93% (61472/65788) of the

CDS associated cHSSs are recovered while the number of predicted cHSS is significantly reduced

by 28186 predictions. This increases the fraction of CDS associated cHSSs to 92% (61472/67169).

However, we used the relaxed 0.05 p-value to recover short protein-coding genes like the recently

detected short open reading frames encoded on the tarsal-less transcript (4; 5; 6) which have p-

values of up to 0.042.

Of the cHSSs sense to CDSs 84% (55322/65788) were predicted in the same phase as the annotated

CDS, Table 4. Other gene prediction methods use species specific features (e.g. splice sites and
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codon usage) to determine the transcript structure and from that the phase of individual CDSs. In

contrast RNAcode uses evolutionary signals only which are sufficient to detect the correct phase

of CDSs in nucleotide sequence alignments.
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Table 4: RNAcode predicts protein-coding regions as high scoring segments (HSS) in multiple sequence alignments. Adjacent HSS were combined into continuous HSS (cHSS) if they
were not further apart than 51 nt and in the same reading frame. Subsequently cHSSs that overlapped with annotated repeat regions were removed from the data set. This resulted in
95355 repeat filtered cHSSs in the D. melanogaster genome. This set was compared to FlyBase coding sequence (CDSs) annotation. Remaining cHSS have neither an overlap with repeats
nor with CDSs.

total 2L/2LHet 2R/2RHet 3L/3LHet 3R/3RHet 4 X/XHet YHet M
# HSS 253327 42519 55405 55745 57649 2965 37936 1030 78
# cHSS 131197 21383 29020 28585 29635 1788 20239 513 34
# repeat associated cHSS 35842 4244 9652 9824 7114 513 4168 307 20

# repeat filtered cHSS 95355 17139 19368 18761 22521 1275 16071 206 14
19569132 [nt] 3680880 [nt] 3984894 [nt] 3861165 [nt] 4748601 [nt] 223971 [nt] 3026073 [nt] 40518 [nt] 3030 [nt]

# cHSS sense to CDS 65788 11854 13492 12457 16036 846 11015 78 10
18530745 [nt] 3523338 [nt] 3736368 [nt] 3622020 [nt] 4529085 [nt] 199863 [nt] 2888523 [nt] 28692 [nt] 2856 [nt]

# cHSS in phase with CDS 55322 (84%) 10015 11470 10534 13464 645 9135 50 9
15982110 [nt] 3048354 [nt] 3267879 [nt] 3134013 [nt] 3892689 [nt] 152058 [nt] 2467023 [nt] 17445 [nt] 2649 [nt]

# cHSS out of phase 10466 (16%) 1839 2022 1923 2572 201 1880 28 1
2548635 [nt] 474984 [nt] 468489 [nt] 488007 [nt] 636396 [nt] 47805 [nt] 421500 [nt] 11247 [nt] 207 [nt]

# cHSS anti-sense to CDS 2865 516 510 550 628 34 619 5 3

# remaining cHSS 26702 4769 5366 5754 5857 395 4437 123 1
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4.1. Dicistronic transcripts and upstream ORFs

A specific class of short proteins called uORFs has been found in the 5’ UTR of several mRNA

transcripts. These uORFs are translated and are capable to regulate the expression of the longer

downstream ORF encoded on the dicistronic transcript (7).

In total 487 cHSS are located within annotated 5’ UTRs and are good uORF candidates. By design

RNAcode neither predicts exact gene structures nor complete ORFs. Thuswe screened each of the

487 cHSS for a complete ORF startingwith an ATG and endingwith a canonical stop codon (TAG,

TAA or TGA). If no ORF was detected within the cHSS boundaries the prediction was extended

by 51 nt in each direction and the search for an ORF was repeated. We found 26 candidates

encoding proteins between 31 and 110 amino acids in length.

Four of the 26 uORFs were identified in a previous study by (7). Using a modified version of

the uORF-Finder program the authors detected 44 putative conserved peptide uORFs in D.

melanogaster .

Table 5: Comparison of 44 uORFs predicted in (7) and RNAcode cHSS predictions.

Data Set Count Note

predicted uORFs 44

spliced uORFs 19 coverd by cHSS

un-spliced uORFs 25
10 annotated and covered by cHSS
4 novel and also predicted in our uORF candidates
9 no RNAcode prediction
2 to short to be recovered

uORF-Finder identifies the longest ORF in a given transcript of one species, searches for ho-

mologs in a second species and aligns all ORFs found upstream of the longest identified one.

The program is designed to search uORFs in cDNA or EST data and can therefore identify ex-

pressed uORFs that undergo splicing. In contrast our RNAcode based approach uses the cHSSs

and searches for continuous uORFs (without splicing) in annotated 5’ UTRs only. Table 4.1 sum-

marizes the features of the predicted 44 uORFs and the recovery by RNAcode.

We furthermore recovered almost all of the annotated dicistronic transcripts reported in (8), see

Table 4.1.
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Table 6: Dicistronic transcripts reported by Misra et al. (8). For each element the FlyBase Gene IDs and gene names (used
in (8)) are listed. Splicing of the coding region is indicated by ”X” and ”-” indicates no splicing event. The symbol ”X”
marks the recovery of both genes by RNAcode cHSS. Overlap of CDSs indicated in brackets.

FlyBase Gene ID Gene name Splicing Recovered

FBgn0001223/FBgn0001228 Hsp67Bb/Hsp22 X/- X

FBgn0016976/FBgn0016975 stnA/stnB X/X X

FBgn0000055/FBgn0000056 Adh/AdhR X/X X

FBgn0063924/FBgn0063923 Kaz1-ORF A/Kaz1-ORF B X/- Kaz1-ORFA1 not recovered
FBgn0036122 Mocs1A/Mocs1B X/- X(isofroms may overlap)
FBgn0028581/FBgn0002709 mei-217/mei-218 X/X X(overlap)
FBgn0037820/FBgn0037820 CG14681/Skeletor X/X X(overlap)
FBgn0044419/FBgn0035635 Pmi/PGRP-LD X/X X

FBgn0027540/FBgn0046874 Pif1A/Pif1B X/X X

FBgn0038770/FBgn0064119 Indy-2/CG33934 X/X X

FBgn0064115/FBgn0004407 CG33649/DNApol-gamma35 -/X X(overlap)
FBgn0031038/FBgn0031039 Tyler/Shawn X/X X

FBgn0064117/FBgn0064116 CG33014/CG330713 -/- X

FBgn0027358/FBgn0031041 Tim9B/CG12788 X/- X

FBgn0036170/FBgn0036169 CG11714/Fuca X/X X

FBgn0039280/FBgn0039280 Ext2—Mocs2/CG10731 -/X X

FBgn0061360/FBgn0061359 CG33672/CG33671 (CG33009) -/- X

FBgn0034519/FBgn0034518 CG18065/CG13430 X/- X

FBgn0061355/FBgn0061354 CG18431/CG4844 X/- X

FBgn0061362/FBgn0061361 CG33785/CG33786 (CG33005) X/- X(overlap)
FBgn0031455/FBgn0031454 snapin/CG9960 -/- X

FBgn0038571/FBgn0038570 CG7215/CG7217 X/X X

FBgn0024182/FBgn0024251 waw/bbx X/X X

FBgn0040076/FBgn0040077 primo-2/primo-1 X/X X

FBgn0037913/FBgn0037912 CG6783/CG6782 X/X X(isoforms may overlap)
FBgn0064126/FBgn0042182 CG33722/CG18749 -/X X

FBgn0029154/FBgn0029153 Menl-1/Menl-2 X/X X

FBgn0033564/FBgn0061356 CG11919/CG18003 X/X X

FBgn0052270/FBgn0052269 CG32270/CG32269 -/- X

FBgn0033693/FBgn0053964 CG13175/CG33964 -/X X

FBgn0035486/FBgn0045476 Gr64d/Gr64e X/X X
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5. Dual Loci: Overlap of RNAz and RNAcode

5.1. Effects on base pairing patterns

In order to investigate of the effects of overlapping RNA structures and CDSs we compared the

base pairing patterns of putative dual loci of five data sets:

1. conserved secondary structure superimposed on coding sequence in the same reading di-

rection (RNA+CDS+ p)

2. conserved secondary structure superimposed on coding sequence in opposite reading di-

rection (RNA+CDS+ a)

3. conserved structured RNA without coding sequence overlap (RNA+CDS-)

4. protein-coding sequences without conserved secondary structure overlap (RNA-CDS+ p)

5. randomly chosen intergenic sequences (RNA-CDS-)

For the first three sets RNAz loci with and without coding sequence overlap were used. For

each locus the corresponding MAF alignment block was selected and only RNAz loci that were

completely covered in one MAF block were used. The alignment block was truncated to the

boundaries of the RNAz hit. Since RNAz does not predict the reading direction of the locus we

evaluated the corresponding alignment block with RNAalifold (9) in forward and reverse di-

rection. Assuming that the lower MFE prediction represents the true reading direction of the

locus either the forward or reverse strand has been assigned. The alignment block has been fil-

tered by rnazWindow.pl and realigned by ClustalW as described for the RNAz screen.

Using refold.pl of the ViennaRNA Package 2.0 (manuscript in preparation; package re-

trieved from the authors) the D. melanogaster sequence and the reduced consensus secondary

structure has been extracted from the alignment. This sequence and secondary structure pair

was then re-evaluated with RNAfold and parameter settings ”-C -d2”. This procedure has been

used to generate the first three sets.

For those loci overlapping with CDS the corresponding codon position (1, 2, 3) was assigned and

non-coding regions were marked with 0. The reading direction of CDS and RNAz hit were taken

properly into account. Separation of those cases where CDS and RNAz locus were either on the

same or different strand resulted the first and second data set, respectively.

The last two data sets were generated based on single sequences. Either CDS regions (for the

fourth set) or intergenic sequences (for the fifth set) were randomly selected. Length distribution

of both data sets was generated with respect to the first three data sets. Secondary structure was

predicted with RNAfold and the reading direction with the lower MFE value has been taken.

For the CDS overlapping regions the corresponding codon positions has been assigned by 1, 2, 3

and 0 otherwise. Evaluation of stickiness and prevalent arrangement of base pairs superimposed

on CDS was made by counting certain arrangements of base pairs and codon position in the

described data sets.
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